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WAC IN THE NINETIES 

It may em strange, in the nin ti s, to publish a guide to devel
oping writing across the curriculum (WAC) programs. Aft r all, 
the WAC idea can be dated from the mid-s venties, when the first 
such programs were developed in the United States. The number 
of flourishing programs now seems legion; a 1985 survey by the 
Mod rn Language Association reported that 46% of all Ph.D.
granting institutions, 48% of all B.A./M.A.-granting institutions, 
and 28% of all two-year coll g shad a WAC program of ome sort 
(Kinneavy 362). More recently, a 1988 survey found that just under 
50% of all po t condary institutions in this country now have 
WAC programs (McLeod "Writing"). Writing across the curricu
lum has, in the space of a decade and a half, become a familiar part 
of the academic landscape. 

Another way of looking at the national WAC picture, however, 
is that just over half of the colleges and universities in the United 
States do not yet have a WAC program, and the success of WAC 
elsewhere ha made many of th se institutions interested in de
veloping uch program them Iv . A 1991 vid oconfer nc ti
tled "Issues and Conflicts in Writing Across th Curriculum," 
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broadcast by the Public Broadcasting Service and produced by 
Robert Morris College, attracted the largest audience in the history 
of such videoconferences-401 downlink sites in 48 states and 
Mexico, with an estimated audience of 15,000.1 This continuing
interest in WAC is a testimonial to how successful the WAC 
movement has been. 

But there are two significant differences in the way WAC pro
grams are now being instituted, both of which have prompted the 
writing of this book. Ten years ago, it was common to get extra
mural funding and to bring in outside consultants to start a WAC 
effort. Today, except for a handful of programs funded by private 
agencies, most new programs must rely on internal funding. The 
fact that many institutions are now cutting rather than increasing 
their budgets means that outside consultants are sometimes out of 
the question. This volume, although it will not substitute for a visit 
from a WAC expert, will nevertheless answer some of the questions 
that would-be WAC directors might ask such a consultant. 

The second difference in the way WAC programs are being 
started is clearly evident at the twice-a-year informational meet
ings held by the Board of Consultants of the ational etwork of 
WAC programs.2 Ten years ago, the typical attendee at these
meetings was a faculty member with a gleam in her eye who 
wanted advice about gaining administrative support for a WAC 
program; WAC was still very much a bottom-up phenomenon, led 
by a few dedicated faculty who had to contend with some ad
ministrative skepticism about the idea. ow, however, the situa
tion seems almost rev rsed: Many attend es report that they have 
been sent by enthusiastic administrators who want to institute 
WAC, in spite of some faculty misgivings. (One rather desperate 
writing program administrator confided that her dean ordered 
her to "ram WAC down the faculty's throats, if nece sary.") It is 
gratifying that the WAC idea now ha wide administrative sup
port, but a many contributors to this volume point out, faculty 
must own WAC programs in order for those programs to succeed. 
This book aims at giving interested administrators as well as 
faculty a guide to developing WAC programs that have both 
grass-root and central administrative upport. 

The contributors to this volume are all involved in successful 
programs at a variety of institutions-large research institutions, 
small liberal arts colleges, comprehensive state universities, and 
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community colleges. Most are long-time WAC directors; everal 
have served as outside consultants to institutions starting WAC 
programs. Several serve on the Board of Consultants of the a
tional etwork of Writing across the Curriculum Program . Some 
are or have been administrators, and some combine faculty and 
administrative duties. Because WAC programs are in titution pe
cific, reader are encouraged to skim all chapters and th n focus 
on the sections discussing components that best fit with their own 
institutional structures and missions. 

DEFINING WAC: WRITI G TO LEARN 

AND LEAR ING TO WRITE 

In Chapter 2, Barbara Walvoord gives sp cific, practical advice 
about the first steps to take in starting a WAC program. B fore 
taking any of those steps, however, would-be WAC director need 
to define-for themselves as well as for th ir constituent -what 
the term mean , becau e it oft n means different things to differ
ent people (see McLeod "Defining"). Recently, for example, I was 
accosted by an administrator from a small liberal arts institution 
who told me that the history of WAC programs needed to be 
rewritten, since his chool had WAC before anyone else did: 
Faculty had b en assigning term paper in every class for the last 
25 years. Most WAC dir ctor w uld argue with hi noti n of 
what defines a writing aero s th curriculum program. WA does 
involve writing in all di cipline , but it c rtainly does not mean 
simply a signing a term paper in every cla . or does it m an (a 
some faculty in the disciplines fear) teaching grammar across the 
curriculum. W� programs are not additive, but transforma::- 

tive-they aim noCat adding more pap r and t ts of writing  
ability, but at changing the way both teach rs and stud nt u 
writing in the curriculum. 

To under tand the change WAC programs aim to make, it i 
u eful to look at the th oretical bas s for these programs. There
are two approaches to AC, approaches that are not mutually
exclusive but complementary, as two of the main proponents of
WAC have pointed out (Maiman, "Writing"; Fulwiler, "Friends").
We might think of them as being along a continuum in terms of
the kinds of writing they advocate: in James Brittan's terms, from
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expressive (to the self as audience) to transactional (to another 
audience, usually the teacher, for a grade). Th first approach, 
ometimes referred to as cognitive, involves using writing to learn. 

This approach assumes that writing is not only a way of showing 
what one has learned but is itself a mode of learning-that writing 
can be used as a tool for, as well as a test of, learning. The work of 
James Britton and of Janet Emig undergird this approach, which 
is based on constructivist theories of education. Knowledge is not 
passively received, the theory goes, but is actively constructed by 
each individual learner; these constructions change as our knowl-

dge change and grow . One of the most powerful ways of 
h lping tud nts build and change their knowledg tructures is 
to have them write for them elves as audience-to explain things 
to them elve before they have to explain them to omeone else. 
In the curriculum, this approach advocates write-to-learn assign
ments such as ·ournals and other ungraded writing assignments 
aimed at helping stud nts think on paper (for exa.mpl s of such 
assign.m nt , see Fulwiler's Journal Book). The best-known pro
gram using thi approach to WAC wa developed by Toby Fulwiler 
at Michigan Technological University; it is described in Fulwiler and 
Young's book Language Connections: Writing and Reading Across the 
Curriculum. 

It is important in discussing writing-to-learn assignments with 
faculty that we clarify what we mean by learning. One of the first 
questions a WAC director hears from colleagues is this: "What 
mpirical evidence do you have that writing aid learning?" If one 

defines learning as simpl recall of fact , the answer to that que -
tion is that we have little such evidence (Ackerman). In fact, if we 
are interested in having students only remember information, we 
would b better off in tituting other kind of assignments-mem
orization of mnemonic devices to aid recall, for exam pl . But mo t 
of those involved in WAC efforts use the term learning as synon
ymous with iscovery, as a way of objectifying thought, of helping 
eparate th knower from the known; a a little girl once put it, 

"How can I know what I think untill ee what I say?" (Wallas 106). 
We might think of writin to learn as a "know ledge-transforming" 
rather than a "knowledge-telling" task (see Bereiter and 
Scardemalia). For tho e interested in this question of how writing 
aids knowledge transformation, a recent article discusses how we 
might go about measuring such learning (Schumacher and ash). 
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Th cond approach to WAC, sometimes termed rhetorical, 
involves learning to write in particular disciplines, or in what 
researchers have begun to think of as discourse communities. Al
though this approach does not exclude writing-to-learn assign
ments, it emphasize more formal assignment , teaching writing 
as a form of social behavior in the academic community. The work 
of theori t on the cial con truction of knowledge, summarized 
by K nneth Bruffe , underli thi approach. Knowl dge in a 
di cipline i en not as dis overed, but as agreed upon-as so
cially justified belief, created through the ongoing "conversation" 
(written as well as oral) of those in the field (see Maimon et al.). 
Our task in WAC programs is to help introduce students to the 
convention of academic discour e in general and to the discour e 
conventions of particular disciplines-much as we would try to 
introduce newcomers into an ongoing conversation. (An example 
may clarify the notion of discourse communities. In writing about 
literature, we can use the present tense when quoting literary 
figures from the past-"Shakespeare says"-because for us th 
po t' word are not of an ag but for all time. In writing about 
history, howev r, on u es th past ten e: "Gibbon said." The 
word of those who write history are not taken by historians to be 
agele s, but must be considered in the context of the time in which 
they wrote.) Because this approach to WAC sees the discourse 
community as central to the process of writing a well a to the 
form of the finj hed pr duct, it mphasizes collaborative learning 
and group work-attempting to model in the classroom the col
laborative nature of the creation of knowledge. In the curriculum, 
thi approach manife ts itself in two ways: the fr hman writing 
cours that aims at introducing student to the general feature 
of academic discourse and the writing-in-the-major (or writing
int n ive) cour e that empha iz the line ofrea oning and meth
ods of proof for a particular di course comm.unity. The best
known program taking this approach was established by Elaine 
Maimon at Beaver College, and is de cribed in Writing in the Arts 
and Sciences and in "Talking to Strangers." 

Writing across the curriculum may b defined, then, as a com
preh nsive program that tran forms the curriculum, encouraging 
writing to learn and learning to write in all disciplines. Before 
di cussing th pos ible comp nents of uch programs, it is worth 
reemphasizing the basic assumptions of WAC: that writing and 
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thinking are closely allied, that learning to write well involves 
learning particular discourse conventions, and that, ther fore, 
writing belongs in the entire curriculum, not just in a cour e 
offer d by the English department. There is also an implicit as
sumption that WAC is a faculty-driven phenomenon, involving 
changes in t aching m thods; WAC assumes that students learn 
better in an active rather than a passiv (lectur ) mode, that 
learning is not only solitary but al o a collaborative ocial _phe
nomenon, that writing improve when critiqued by peers and then 
rewritten. Faculty must ee these as important and useful ways of 
teaching before they will institute them in their own clas rooms; 
they will never be convinc d by having WAC impos don th m
in fact, xperience suggests that they will usually do their be t to 
r si t it. A WAC program needs strong administrative upport, 
but it also has to be a bottom-up phenomenon, usually starting 
with a few committed faculty members and growing as other see 
how successful these faculty have been. Profound curricular and 
pedagogical change can come about as a result of a WAC program, 
but such change wilJ not take place unless it comes from the 
faculty them elve . And change takes time. Successful WAC pro
gram start lowly, phasing in variou components over a period 
of years as a con ensu develop that the program i u eful ( ee 
McLeod Strengthening). 

SETTING UP A PROGRAM: 

POSSIBLE COMPO E TS 

Writing aero the curriculum program affect both faculty and 
student . The mo t succe sful programs are multifaceted, combin
ing faculty dev lopment components with upport y tern and 
comp nent that ensur curricular change. Which component are 
the b t for your particular campus? The first step is to study your 
own institution, asking question about the present admini tra
tive structure and budg t (Which administrativ office w uld 
support WAC on campus? What sort of budget is already in place 
for faculty development or curricular reform?), the curriculum 
(Where is writing already used in the di cipline ? What kind of 
writing courses exist inside and outside the English department?), 
any moves towa.rd curricular reform (How could WAC figur into 
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the reform of the general education curriculum? of restructuring 
a major, a department, a school?), and personnel (What faculty 
might be interested in a WAC program? Who is the best person to 
organize and spearhead the program?). After studying the insti
tution and thinking about where a program could be built, housed, 
and funded, one should start talking to faculty. Barbara Walvoord, 
who has been advising faculty and administrators for nearly 20 
years about starting WAC programs, deals with the issue of fac
ulty dialogue in Chapter 2, "Getting Started." Whether faculty 
means the full professor at a liberal arts institution or a graduate 
teaching assistant at a research institution, those mo.st involved in 
undergraduate instruction need to talk about how writing is taught 
and learned before instituting a program to improve that teaching 
and learning. Walvoord gives specific practical suggestions about 
how this dialogue can get started and how it can lead into produc
tive program planning. She also gives advice to those who want 
to start a program after a hiatus. 

The following chapters of the book deal with various compo
nents of WAC programs. It should be emphasized, however, that 
none of these components can exist entirely independently of the 
others. Successful WAC programs incorporate faculty and student 
support sy terns, curricular elements, and some administrative 
structure. Faculty development is an essential part of writing -
across the curriculum-almost all programs at one time or another 
hold workshops for faculty to discuss WAC concepts and to 
demonstrate techniques of assigning and evaluating student writ
ing. In Chapter 3, Joyce Magnotto and Barbara Stout describe such 
workshops; discuss planning, funding, and evaluation; and offer 
advice about sustaining an ongoing series of workshops to en
gage faculty in productive discussion of writing and learning. As 
Magnotto and Stout point out, one of the most im ortant things 
that a faculty workshop does is model WAC values for faculty by 
having them write them elves and share that writing with one 
anoth_er. The spirit of collegiality and sense of shared purpose that 
develop as a result of these workshops are important outcomes, 
especially at institutions where faculty morale needs a boost (see 
Weiss and Peich). In Chapter 4, Karen Wiley Sandler discusses 
WAC from an administrator's point of view. As a member of the 
French department at the University of Vermont she took part in 
Toby Fulwiler's WAC workshops; she has been an administrator 
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at two other institutions, both of which had WAC programs. She 
discusses how administrators can support and nourish WAC efforts. 

Once faculty are engaged in a WAC program, there are a num
ber of possibilities-depending on the particular institution-for 
permanently integrating WAC into the curriculum, usually through 
some configuration of required courses. The curricular elements 
of WAC programs are various and institution specific, differing 
widely from campus to campus. The most obvious-and most 
neglected-course in WAC planning is fr hman composition. 
Because WAC is thought of as existing apart from and outside of 
the English department, program planners often overlook one of 
the largest potential WAC populations. But this course is where 
our students g t their fir t university-level writing instruction; it 
is only logical that any examination of possible WAC courses 
hould begin at the beginning. Furthermore, any WAC program 

needs the support (or at least the benign neglect) of the English 
department to ucceed. A lack of understanding of WAC princi
ples in the department traditionally linked to writing instruction 
can eventually damage, perhaps even destroy, a WAC effort. In 
Chapter 5, Linda Peterson discusses a model that focuses on 
freshman composition as an introduction to academic writing, 
showing students how to analyze and then use the rhetorical 
conventions of various disciplines. In this model, the English 
department asks for help from other disciplines, help that those 
disciplines are usually very glad to give. Asking faculty for help 
in redesigning the introductory composition course can be the 
basis for ubs quent WAC efforts. 

Many WAC programs require tudent to take writing-desig
nated course out ide the English department, either as part of 
general education requirements or as part of the students' major 
requirements. A common curricular element is th now-familiar 
writing-intensiv (WI) cour e. Christine Farris and Raymond Smith 
(Cha ter 6) define what writin intensive means and discuss mod
els in which students are required to tak°e'a certain number of WI 
courses in their college careers, often in their major. They also 
suggest that a r arch component be connected to the consulta
tion/ foJlow-up model they propose for course design. The chap
ter by Christopher Thaiss (Chapter 7) defines the many purposes 
served by writing in general education courses and discusses 
way to integrate writing into general education requirement 
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across the disciplines. Because many schools are now in the pro
cess of revising their general education requirements, Thaiss de
scribes a work hop model that lets WAC directors use the enthu
siasm of curriculum planner to make writing an integral part of 
the new curriculum. Those who are thinking of starting a WAC 
program at large research institutions will find that there are 
models that work for their institutions as well; Joan Graham 
(Chapter 8) describes courses involving writing components (writ
ing as an integrated part of a course), writing adjuncts (separate 
courses carrying less credit than the lecture to which it is attached), 
and writing links (autonomous courses attached to lectures and 
carrying equal weight). She also discusses the experiences of par
ticular institutions with such models. 

Once a WAC program is under way, support systems are needed 
to continue the program. In Chapter 9, Peshe Kuriloff describes one 
sort of model for faculty support in which the WAC director works 
closely with faculty in the di ciplines on d signing the course and 
assignments, consulting, collaborating, and som times ven team
teaching the course. Faculty in the disciplines can be expected to 
assign and evaluate student writing, but unless their courses are 
very small, they cannot be expected to give the intensive one-on
one feedback to writers that well-trained tutors can give. In Chap
ter 10, Muriel Harris show how a writing center is an essential 
support element for teachers and students alike. As Harris points 
out, a well-staffed writing center can be the hub of a WAC pro
gram. She also gives practical advice on how to set up and run a 
writing center, along with xample of such centers at a number 
of different institutions. A different model for support of faculty 
is discussed by Tori Haring-Smith (Chapter 11); the writing fel
lows programs she describes have been successful atTvy League 
institutions, comprehensive tate universities, and small liberal 
arts schools alike. In uch programs, peer tutors do not work out 
of a writing center but are attached to particular courses. They 
respond to-but do not grade�rafts of student papers, giving 
students extensive feedback before the final ver ion of the paper 
is due to the teacher. Finally, once program elements are in place 
WAC director need to plan for the future. Margot Saven con
cludes with a chapter providing an overview of continuing WAC 
programs, discussing both the pleasures and the pitfalls of sus
taining successful programs once they are launched. 
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A final word on starting WAC programs. As many of the con
tributors to this book would attest, being involved in WAC pro
gram development may have its frustrations, but it also has enor
mous rewards. As a WAC director, the best thing about WAC for 
me is what I have learned from my colleagues in other disciplines. 
It is all too easy for those of us in composition studies to subscribe 
to what Barbara Walvoord calls the conversion model of WAC-to 
think that we have The Word on words, and our task is to go forth 
to enlighten the heathen in other disciplines. Those who subscribe 
to this model will discover that they are the ones who become 
enlightened; when leading my first faculty workshops, I found 
that my idea of what constituted "good" writing was challenged 
and then expanded through lively discussion with chemists, po
litical scientists, zoologists, historians, and engineers. WAC direc
tors are--or must become-listeners as well as talkers, learners as 
well as facilitators of learning. Those who are starting WAC pro
grams will find, I am sure, that what they learn from their col
leagues in the disciplines about writing, learning, and teaching 
will be one of the most rewarding parts of their involvement in 
writing across the curriculum. 

NOTES 

1. For information on how to obtain a tape of this two-hour videoconference, 
contact William Sipple, Dean of Learning Resources, Robert Morris College, Nar
rows Run Road, Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 15108-1189. Dean Sipple's office also has 
a series of five half-hour faculty development resource tapes for use in workshops. 

2. The network meetings are held at the National Council of Teachers of English 
Conference in November and the Conference on College Composition and Com
munication in March. For information about both these conferences, contact the 
National Council of Teachers of English, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801. 
The members of the Board of Consultants of the National Network of Writing 
Across the Curriculum Programs are Christopher Thaiss, coordinator, George 
Mason University; Toby Fulwiler, University of Vermont; Bernadette Mullholland 
Glaze, Fairfax County Public Schools (Virg inia); Carin Hauser, Fairfax County 
Public Schools (Virginia); Joyce Magnotta, Prince George's Community College 
(Maryland); Susan McLeod, Washington State University; Lex Runciman, Oregon 
State University; Margot Soven, La Salle University; and Barbara Walvoord, Uni
versity of Cincinnati. For further information about the network, contact Christopher 
Thaiss, Department of English, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia 22030. 
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